2 Ho Hip Zine 5
it's amazing what you can do with a copier you can make Matt look like he's doing a 6 foot 5-40 spike Jonze shot him - dead figure that one out
we got so much good stuff in here this section is the funnest we get to cap on everybody and expose good info that is good to know if we cap on you and you are a rider we are laughing with you if we cap on you and you are not a rider we are laughing at you here goes ron has been real busy lately erica paige wilkerson was born on august 23 1989 congrats to the dad and mom oh yeaa ron was not happy with haro lately so he quit on september 21 to start riding for a new company wilkerson airlines he is now happy look for a beefy bike with a removable bash guard and non smoking flights coast to coast available mid nov and a team and a tour and the whole thing wow its a great thing to see bike companies run by riders and not just old men speaking of bike riders freestylin i mean go just hired a bike rider to be the new assistant editor mike daily of aggro rag dorkin in york and hood fame real rad will he get a skateboard for his welcome present did lew censor rons tour story to protect haro from ron oh yeaa tour news the haro van blew up on the "team's" way home we smell foul play is that smell familiar billy hop; also how many times a day did they say show me your titts to anyone of the opposite sex and how many did they see and did they really have photos that burned in the van hm did the gt team really get limburger cheese hidden under all of their seats and flour put in their air vents by another certian team did they get with it the southampton police rore the.

ron and kevin and they called the fire department or did the leucadia fire seats and flour put in their air vents by another certian team did they get with it the southampton police rore the.

they cant handle ramp contests was their street contest in florida to be funny or for reals now to the girl subject grasso uprooted to sf with his chick joe johnson also uprooted back to his home town in mass in search of girls last heard he found one and hes got a date next week more on that next zine lou of go fame was seen and documented in a nyc club with a non indiana chick speaking of biker club mars grasso was particularly curious of the naked man on stage on the second floor was he a rider is kevin martin using that beautiful rider of the year motorcycle bought from ron as a chick magnet was bob haro was last seen trying out for a soap opera mountain bike scene are go lou and kevin martin thinking of starting a porno delivery service rick moliterno and steve rummons-roll opened up a ramp park in iowa we hear it is rad go there to get there simply take the corn husk highway then turn left at the sign right after the 2nd wheat field speaking of rick moliterno call route 5 bmx in connecticut for details on getting his signature shirt ex zine editor ed roman and mike golden and vic murphy and one of the dirt bros got tickets for vandalizing while wallriding in sf then they all got letters in the mail dropping the charges except for mike because he wasn't 18 rip famous jumping grounds clinton trails in new york just got plowed for houses tons of local contests everywhere greg sousa organised the mass 2-HIP crew vert jam at his house and trend supports local texas street jams make it happen where you live and lastly we are looking to trade some good 2-HIP stuff for the first person to produce the sep 88 freestylin not go the one with the santee street contest coverage in it and also more footage of the new york street brooklyn banks jam call 2-HIP
Woodard

story by Greg Sousa
Woodward, PA was not only the site of the NBL Nationals, but the 2-HIP Meet The Street and King Of Vert Jams. Needless to say, there were a lot of people at the camp.

The ramp was constructed by Greg Flowers who was the program director for Woodward last summer. The ramp was quite solid, but a little under-vert on one side and a little kink at the bottom. The ramp was 9 1/2 feet tall and there was a 12 foot wide mini attached to a 24 foot wide big side. The mini saw some intense action like a 540 from Blyther.

Amateur talent was right on. Jay Miron finally claimed a victory at a 2-HIP, his first. He might have been a little happy. Miron is a Rad guy because every time I have seen him ride, he gives it his best. Other notables during the Am jam were Jon Byers who flirted with death every run. He hooked his front wheel a few times, and his back wheel a lot of times and he nailed a flat once. He was riding on edge. New guy John Doyle made an impressive appearance with lookdowns, cross-up’s + downs, and an Abubaca. Chris Potts is always enjoyable to watch because he uses the whole ramp and pushes his variations hard. But he crashed and got a seat stuck in his leg. He had the whole seat but without the plastic and had to see the EMT crew. No good.

The comp in the pro class is incredible. Judges deserve tremendous respect. It is so hard to score and separate the talents of Hoffman, Johnson, ...
Campbell, Wilker, Blyther, Voelker, and McCoy. But you just have to look at how they do that day. Another first 2-HIP winner was Joe Johnson. Place a Ninja drop off the rail, single, double, and attempted triple whip airs, 540s, smoothness with back to back styles, manuals, and you have a winnah. Campiel landed second as well as a second in Meet The Street, he brought home some cash. Back to back 540s well out, a nose pick, and fluid air credit to Craig's account. Matt didn't have his best day. He tried a no hand 540, but his freshest move was a front flip over his bars onto the deck. Matt earned third.

Things to note: Ron's chaining bent WITH a bashguard and he still finished his run and did a 540 with his chain hanging. Many 900 attempts. Voelker is getting closer. Dennis McCoy was looking really good, clipping hard and going high.

This 2-HIP contest weekend had more to offer than a great 1/2 show. There was a dirt bank on the edge of the MTS area that was well sessioned, much to the camp's chagrin. Add to that all the street obstacles and you have a bike heaven weekend! And we looked at the track once for the pro Freestyler moto. Ron, Brian, Joe, Agustin, Large Ray, and Voelker raced without even trying the track. Two thumbs up for 2-HIP, you kicked butt again!

---

Woodard

this pageUP - Grasso jammin' over the Link ramp
L - Blyther ripped the mini side
R - Martin bustin' photos by Losey

this pageUP - this is what it looks like. Greg Flowers surprised us and his girlfriend by proposing to her on the deck right before the finals. woaw
L - Ron in our token lip trick shot
photos - Rob
You CAN ignore this Rad fence plant but you CAN'T ignore the KING OF VERT finals ON January 27 IN Newport Beach AT the Orange County Fairgrounds and you CAN'T ignore that you need this Rad 2-HIP stuff to get Rad in the Winter.

2-HIP WINTER PRODUCTS
☐ 2-HIP logo sweatshirt $21+2
☐ Meet the Street logo sweatshirt $21+2
☐ 88 K.O.V. series video - this video is IT. The first Street contest, the 2-HIP factory, and EVERY contest in '88 $19.99+3
1 hour
☐ 88 K.O.V. finals video high-budget on TV $29.95+3
☐ Meet The Street logo shirt $12+2 ABUBACA
☐ 2-HIP logo shirt $12+2 the original
☐ Riders Never Die shirt $12+2 hardcore
☐ JOIN NOW

2-HIP Society get a hip shirt, tons of stickers and quarterly 'zine $15+3.50
Sticker & INFO one buck
Send size (XL,L,M,S), check or money order and wait 4 weeks for stuff! Foreign add 4 U.S.

2-HIP P.O. 4065
Leucadia CA 92024
619-753-7697
Dear Ron & 2-HIP,

Last year, a friend and I and my parents went to the 2-HIP contest in Schenectady, N.Y. It was the best! It's too bad Ron had a broken ankle. Before the contest my parents didn't really pay much attention to Freestyling, but when we got home, my Dad agreed to build me a ramp! I am stoked! Thanks for such Rad contests.

Your fan forever,

MICAH HOWE

---

Where's our photos?

---

Dear 2-HIP,

The decals you sent me MORE than made up for the lack of the ID card. Thank You. The 2-HIP logo decal is BIO. I've always wanted one. The catalogue is great. I just got my May '89 zine yesterday and I was reading all about it. Oh, the zine was also great, but that's general knowledge. I'm stoked to be a member of the society. I'll always be a member. I really wish that I could come to a 2-HIP contest. The '88 final contest sounded as if it blew the roof off. I've sent photos of our 14th ramp in 2 years cause of the police tearing them down. I'm the only European rider in Hong Kong. All the other riders are Chinese. I speak Chinese so I have no communication problems with them. More teams should come to Hong Kong to do shows. well, C-ya.

member #0154 in Hong Kong
JOSH BIRNBAUM

---

I'll always be a member too. Hong Kong 2-HIP?

---

Dear Sirs,

I received the 2-HIP video yesterday and it was awesome, the only problem was there was only sound for about the first 1/2. I called and you guys replaced it. Thanks. The video was the best biking video I ever saw. I thought the part with the baggage at the airport was hilarious along with the scenes of everyone getting up. I can hardly wait till the '88 video comes out.

Thanks,

DANIEL KENT

---

Our VDO suppliers blew it with a whole batch of KOV VDO's. But we killed 'em. The 88' VDO is definately out. one Rad year and VDO.

---

2-HIP,

I just saw the Haro tour a few daze ago. Kevin and Lee were already fighting (the tour was 2 shows deep) The GT team was touring here too.

2-HIP, AN AFRO.

P.S. I got these black blobs ARE cows the zine's "real beef eater's ramp in MN"

PPS NOT
They wrecked many newspaper machines and at least one car street riding that night....sheesh....As far as a contest, no way I'd want any more of you biking hoodlums in Minnesota. PSYCH! It'd be great to have another jam in Minnesota - we've been barren of Hipness since, what? 84'? Or whenever the first one was. That was Rad! Speaking of long times, this will be the first time Ron, Brian, and Dave haven't rolled through our fair state. RATZ! I'll send you "The Zine" shirt. I've got to print them up, though. So it might be a week.....

---LATER,
TED MEYER #00034

If you are ever street riding and you get hassled and called hoodlums, it's Pinky's fault. But everyone knows that. Ron says they'll for sure be in MN next summer and we have been waiting one looong week for our shirts.

---

Check out this ramp. Talk to Tom Stanley of Downer's Grove, IL.
EXTREME VIOLENCE

this is...crazy

JUST A RAD TITLE FOR A RAD WEEKEND
MEET THE STREET 3
NEW YORK CITY - BROOKLYN BANKS
KING OF VERT 4
LONG ISLAND

Out of 13 great riders - Voelker won. Spike photo
Abubaca's were flowin'.
LL-Voelker on the bank. He's hangin' over the Brooklyn Bridge oftamp.
Some jumped over almost into cars.

EXTREME VIOLENCE

big - Jat
Miron is a
Rad
Canadian
L - Reubin
Castillo here
is almost as
styllin' as his
GT ad.
photos SPaz
and
Jay-Spike
* barnyard Pollack won
not easy these
daze.
16 yr. old
Dave Mirra
watches Pinky
and does a
1hnd.-11t. er
fakie by
Dominguez.
Pre-ambulance
photos fakie-SPaz
airs- Spike
Police officers pushing back a mock coffin as they clashed with demonstrators who tried to cross the Brooklyn Bridge into Manhattan. About 20 police officers and an unknown number of demonstrators were injured.

'Day of Outrage' March Ends in Violence

By ROBERT D. McFADDEN

The vanguard of a mile-long protest march against racism and the recent killing of a black youth clashed with police near the Brooklyn Bridge, hurling rocks and bricks as they tried to force their way through lines of demonstrators, motorists and vehicles on the Brooklyn Bridge's approach to the Brooklyn Bridge.

Riots broke flared and batons and bricks flew as the leading wave of the midday, minority black crowd of 7,500 demonstrators breached the police lines at an attempt to cross the bridge and carry the protest into Manhattan.

At least 20 police officers were injured in the melee with demonstrators, some of whom were in helmets and equipped with tear gas. At least two demonstrators were also arrested.

The violence erupted just before 7 P.M., the climax of an all-day protest. The demonstration, billed as a "Day of Outrage and Mourning," had been called to protest the killing of a black youth, Huey P. Newton, in Oakland, Cali., on Aug. 22.

It was the first of a series of protests in the wake of the Howard Hawkins youth, 1987, who was shot last week in a drug-ridden Oakland neighborhood. The demonstration, billed as a "Day of Outrage and Mourning," had been called to protest the killing of a black youth, Huey P. Newton, in Oakland, Cali., on Aug. 22.

It was by far the largest of a series of protests that resulted in the death of 12 police officers and the arrest of about 500 protesters. The protest was called to protest the killing of a black youth, Huey P. Newton, in Oakland, Cali., on Aug. 22.

The demonstration, billed as a "Day of Outrage and Mourning," had been called to protest the killing of a black youth, Huey P. Newton, in Oakland, Cali., on Aug. 22.

The demonstration, billed as a "Day of Outrage and Mourning," had been called to protest the killing of a black youth, Huey P. Newton, in Oakland, Cali., on Aug. 22.

The demonstration, billed as a "Day of Outrage and Mourning," had been called to protest the killing of a black youth, Huey P. Newton, in Oakland, Cali., on Aug. 22.
STORY PAGE - we'll make this real small 'cause we have no room. The street contest was so fun. Almost too many people. It was a constant job keeping people back. Gnarly. Flow­
ers built ramps that were put together that morning because Woodward backed out of letting us use theirs 2 days before the jam. And the Bronx zoo bike park loaned us some of their ramps. Thanx. Cops were present but were just kickin back. So cool. The only thing I'll say about the riding is that there were tons and tons of Rad riders bustin' and Voelker was real Rad and proved his manliness by goin for a 360 off about a 15 foot wall onto the bank and won and Jay Miron won the 50+ Good class. Phew, what a contest. Greg Sou­sa wrote this account of the KOV, later: Southampton College was the host of the latest vert contest. It was on Long Island. We started setting up the ramp at about 5 PM the day before the contest. Our mission was to build it until it was done, even if it took all night! Well it was rideable by 1 AM. Great! And talk about hardcore, riders rode the ramp through all the morning hours until practice officially began at 8 AM. It was a stupi
d hip.
Since we allowed for ramp construction to take longer than it did, we made no hotel reser­vations. Luckily, there was a dumpster outside with mold-infested mattresses. So I grabbed one and went to sleep on it in the gym, next to the ramp. Yeah!
Anyway, contest stuff. Pollack and Hoffman, GT and who is Matt riding for? (editors note: he had a PK and now has a Bully) won! Notable in the pro class was definitely Dennis McCoy, he deserves so much credit for his riding! He lives on the edge! McCoy's lip tricks are original and so loud. Manual out to front hop in, third place. How about Dave Mirra in the Amateur class? 15 and high (not drugs). Plenty of variations and well spent energy. Dave does damn well. Craig Litherland from Bonehead was raging. High ains, variations, and manuals. Oh yeah, Joe Johnson (2nd) and Matt Hoffman (1st) rode pretty darn good as well. I don't know if Matt's one footed seat grabber, table-top had anything to do with winning but it looked superfluous (edi­tors note: what?). Mike Dominguez rode for the first time in a long time at a 2-HIP contest (riders never de subliminal mes­sage). But he snapped collarbone on a 900 at­tempt. Ron Wilkerson kicks bootie! Whether it is riding, driving a rent-a-car, setting up 2-HIP and MTS, Ron al­ways puts in 110% (Vi­sion subliminal mes­sage).
To top it off the riding was at 2-HIP level, the crowd was great. If a 2-HIP or MTS comes near you, don't miss it or you will lose in life. Build a ramp, ride, and support 2-HIP.

You had to be creative like Grasso to get a seat
don't miss the next zine
this one will have the
zine review - both finals
contests - where are they now - where will
they be?

the 2-HIP zine is
editor
RON WILKERSON
many contributors:
GREG SOUSA
SPIKE'S PHOTOS
ADAM BUCKY
LOUBERT
MARK LOSEY
SPaz GREG ZALUN
MARK THOMAS
MANY RAD FANS

thanks always
needs to go to:
GREG HANSEN
D.J. LARRY LARE
2-HIP MASS. CREW
KEVIN MARTIN
GAY BILL
ALL YOU RAD
2-HIP FANS
AND OF COURSE
NOT MICKI

all I want for christ­mas is to get to get
invited to a 2-HIP
zine folding party
It is deep. Only about 1% of riders know it. It's not something you would like unless you are behind it. I guess it happens in all things.

If a concert of a certain band is coming up and the promoter advertises on a certain radio station then a strange thing happens. You hear more of that band on that station.

And in Freestyle, if a bike company advertises a lot in a certain mag, a strange thing will happen. You will see more photos of riders on that bike in that mag. If that company doesn't get more photos, they will be calling up that mag to give 'em crap and threaten less advertising. This is true, but another thing is true also.

*Everything is supported by advertisers; All TV, All radio, All pro athletes, All sporting events, and All magazines. So if it happens in our mags, and we like them, we have to live with it. We need that good magazine, so we need those advertisers. But how long will we need that?*

You won't notice any politics because you could care less about the business part of Freestyle. You just ride. Man.....Sometimes I wish I didn't notice.
PEPSI Colorado JAM

PHOTOS—spike & bucky
MEMOIRS—wilkerson AXL
LAYOUT & GRAPHICS—bucky

READ ON—

Greg Guiotte's pro debut...
"Yes, I'll have a Whopper, fries, and 2 King Of Vert tickets to go!" Pepsi promoted this one and did a hot job. Every Burger King in Colorado Springs had K O V tickets for sale. TV commercials and radio giveaways were happening all weekend. It was gonna be BIG.

The day came. The ramps were set up the day before, in the middle of a baseball field. It was dialed. Riders were getting used to the ramp and it was a killer day. Sun, a RAD ramp, a big crowd, and a King Of Vert to boot. What more could happen? Everyone was jamm'n'. There were more pros in attendance than ever and a ton of Ams! New tricks were being pulled all day. I'm writing this 2 months after the fact but the main thing to remember is that a fun time was had by all. EVERYONE was gettin' so RAD. CHECK THE PHOTOS!!

What else do I remember? The night before, Low led a big gang to get down at a "Heavy Metal" club. I wasn't even gonna ride b'cuz of my collarbone, but it was so happenin', I couldn't just watch. And for the Final Jams: Law and Greg Hansen developed nicknames for all the pros to put on the giant screen. No one knew they were going to do that. Not even me! So every time it was the next person's turn, they would wait 'till their name was on the screen. Then see it and drop in. It was a crackup because EVERYONE'S first few airs were straight, normal airs cause they were laughing so hard. Some of the more memorable and funniest were Helen Blyther (?), Thor Hoffman (there is NO better name for Matt), Blood Johnson (an inside joke about Joe on tour) and Axl Wilkerson (those FAQS are asking for it). Well, that was COlRADO, it was...
READ EVERY WORD...
AND YOU WILL KNOW